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‘The Missing Link’
There is one word, a value, that is entirely missing from public and private discourse in
contemporary society. There are no public debates about its identity, relevance and meaning,
no academic journals, no conferences. You can’t study it in University (only incidentally as
part of theology or religion), there isn’t a single TED talk on this topic. In short, it just simply
does not feature at all as part of our cultural milieu.
That word, that value, is kedusha, holiness,
sanctity.
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Rabbi roberts can be contacted at: rabbidroberts@gmail.com

Inter-shul weightloss challenge for men.
7 weeks. 7 weigh-ins.

2.
livingwithmitzvos.com

10 shuls signed up already! & growing!

The challenge starts Isruchag, 19 April.

What is the signiﬁcance in the two goats used in the Avoda of Yom Kippur being so
similar?

